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ACGNJ Announcements

Main Meeting  Friday, November 2nd, 8 to 10 PM
John Raff will present Home Automation.
(http://www.acgnj.org/temp/home_auto.html)
Window Pains Meeting  Friday, Nov. 16th, 8 to 10 PM

Almost four and a half years after his previous visit,
Dave Marra from Apple returns to ACGNJ. Once
again, he'll speak about the MAC.

Known for his dynamic delivery style and exciting
demos, Dave Marra has conducted thousands of
technology presentations, keynote addresses and
workshops for schools, Mac and PC user groups,
businesses and other professional organizations
across the United States and Canada. Certified as
both an Apple Certified Technical Coordinator and an
Apple Certified Systems Administrator, his specialty
areas
include
digital
multimedia,
internet
technologies, accessibility and Mac/PC integration.

Elections Are Coming!

Next month's Main Meeting will also be our Annual
Business Meeting and Elections. Ideally, we should have a
complete slate of candidates to publish in this month's
newsletter; but as has happened before, we're still looking
for volunteers to fill a few of our open positions. So
please think about running for office. More than anything
else, our club needs YOU!

http://www.acgnj.org
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ACGNJ Meetings

For the very latest news on ACGNJ meetings, please
visit the ACGNJ Website (www.acgnj.org).
Board of Directors Meeting: Tues, Oct. 29, 7:00 PM
Evan Williams (president (at) acgnj.org)
Main Meeting: Friday, November 2. 8:00 PM
Evan Williams (president (at) acgnj.org)
Lunics (Linux/UNIX): Mon. November 5, 8:00 PM
Andreas Meyer (lunics (at) acgnj.org)
Investing: Thursday, November 8, 8:00 PM
Jim Cooper (jim (at) thecoopers.org).
NJ Gamers: Friday, November 9, 6:00 PM
Gregg McCarthy (greggmajestic (at) gmail.com)
Layman’s Forum: Monday, November 12, 8:00 PM
Matt Skoda (som359 (at) aol.com)
Hardware Workshop: Monday, November 12, 8 PM
Mike Reagan (hardware (at) acgnj.org)
Java: Tuesday, November 13, 7:30 PM
Mike Redlich (mike (at) redlich.net)
WebDev: Wednesday, November 14, 7:30 PM
Evan Williams (president (at) acgnj.org)
Window Pains: Friday, November 16, 8:00 PM
John Raff (john (at) jraff.com)
Firefox: Monday, November 19, 7:30 PM
David McRitchie (firefox (at) acgnj.org)
C/C++: Tuesday, November 20, 7:30 PM
Bruce Arnold (barnold (at) ieee.org)
Lunics (Linux/UNIX): Mon. December 3, 8:00 PM
Andreas Meyer (lunics (at) acgnj.org)
All meetings, unless otherwise noted, are at the Scotch
Plains Rescue Squad, 1916 Bartle Ave, Scotch Plains,
New Jersey. Directions and map on back page.
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Logo Mania

Bob Hawes, ACGNJ

As part of my fairly recent article Publish and Perish
(in our April 2012 issue). I outlined what I presumed
to be my moreorless final designs for the ACGNJ
logos that I intended to use in this newsletter for the
foreseeable future. Then I developed a serious (but
not lifethreatening) problem in my left foot, and I
was hospitalized for an extended period. While there,
I got bored, went crazy, and designed even more
ACGNJ logo variants. Rather than getting right to
them, though, lets jump further back in time instead.
(Of necessity, some of the excessive verbiage below
has been recopied more or less verbatim from
Publish and Perish. If it gives you an attack of deja
vu, I apologize).
For our August 2009 issue, I wrote an article named
Fun With Fonts. Among other things, it displayed
copies of many ACGNJ logos that we'd used up to
that point in time. Last month, in Mark of the
Gremlins, I recycled a few of those logos as part of a
“Halloween Joke”. This month, I've produced a new
sequence of images, illustrating ACGNJ logos both
(Continued Above Right)

old and new. This updated group is quite
comprehensive, so there's no real need for anyone to
refer back to Fun With Fonts. (However, if you're
curious, the August 2009 issue is easily accessible
through our website, or on our Newsletter Collection
CD).
We'll start with the three logos I found over four
years ago, in the /images subdirectory of our club
website. The first is named acgnj.gif. From its lack of
a number and “plain vanilla” looks, I'd guess that it's
the oldest one there, but I don't know for sure. It's
used as the the heading on four of our web pages
(“Ask the Guru”, “Chairperson Responsibilities”,
“Contacting ACGNJ” and “Getting Involved with
ACGNJ”). I'd guess that those pages are “leftovers”
from the earliest days of our website, but again, I
don't know for sure. Having acknowledged its
existence here, I have no further plans to use this
logo in any other way.
The second logo is named acgnj1.gif. When I
discovered it, I noticed that it was similar to the logo
(Continued Below Left)

used on our newsletter front pages for many years,
except that it was much “crisper” and didn't contain
a copyright sign. As far as I could tell, it wasn't being used anywhere else.
So I used it on page one of our August 2009, August 2010, August 2011
and January 2012 issues. Then, on January 19th, 2012, I converted acgnj
1.gif into the PNG image file format (and I gave it a good old DOS 8.3
file name by capitalizing all of its letters, too). That made it ACGNJ
1.PNG. (I'll have more to say about this logo later, further below).
The third logo is named acgnj2.png. It's used as the heading for most of
the pages on our club website; and I wanted to use it on some award
certificates that I was designing in 2008. However, I needed to make a
very small copy; and when shrunk to the required size, its letters bled
together and became unreadable. So now we move fully into my own
handiwork. Using a graphics file editor, I cut acgnj2.png into five pieces
(one for each letter), and then I moved those letters further apart. For
reasons I can't remember anymore, I named my newly created file
acgnj4.GIF; and I've used it on award certificates ever since.
I've used it on some of our newsletter front pages, too. Specifically: End
ofYear 2008 Supplement, July 2009, July 2010, and July 2011. On
January 20th, 2012, I converted acgnj4.GIF into the PNG image file format
(and I also capitalized all of its letters, just like I'd done with ACGNJ
1.PNG). Then, for February 2012, I used my new file ACGNJ4.PNG on our
November 2012
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acgnj.gif (From before 2008).

acgnj1.gif (From before 2008).

acgnj2.png (From before 2008).

acgnj4.GIF, ACGNJ4.PNG,
ACGNJ4R.PNG (Keeper One, 2008)

ACGNJ4BW.PNG (Keeper Two, 2012)
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Logo Mania, continued

newsletter's front page. As this article proceeds, all
the similarly spelled file names may become
confusing. (They certainly confuse me, and I wrote
this thing). To cut down on such confusion, I'm going
to assign temporary aliases to some of the more
important logos. I'll call ACGNJ4.PNG Keeper One.
(Because I like it, and because I intend to keep on
using it).
Between February 28th and March 5th, 2012, I
worked on three different (yet similar) projects. We'll
look at Project Two first. On March 4th, I renamed
ACGNJ4.PNG again, this time to ACGNJ4R.PNG.
(The R is for “red”). The reason for the name change
is because, also on March 4th, I made another copy of
that file. Then, I used my image editor to change its
background color from red to white, thus producing a
file named ACGNJ4BW.PNG. (The BW is for “black
and white”, of course). I also put it on page one of
our April 2012 issue (just to “get it out there”). For
the purposes of this article, I'm going to designate
ACGNJ4BW.PNG as Keeper Two.
But why did I make it? Well, that brings us to Project
(Continued Above Right)

One. For many years now, our April newsletter has
been our “TCF Edition”; but this year, the Trenton
Computer Festival was held on March 10th. (Very
early). So our March issue became the one to be
printed in real ink on real live paper; and this time, I
decided to do something “completely different”. I've
always been annoyed by how dark our red logos look
on a printed page. Therefore, on February 28th, 2012,
I went back to our December 1996 issue, to the very
first logo that we ever put on a front page. (It was
printed in black and white, as was everything else in
those days). Employing my graphics file editor, I
made a copy of that logo. (I'd also done that before,
in 2009, for Fun With Fonts; but this time I restarted
from scratch). Then I tweaked and otherwise
punched up my new image, to produce the “cleanest”
copy possible. I named the resultant file
ACGNJ3BW.PNG; and I used it as the cover logo on
our March 2012 newsletter. Later, I renamed it
ACGNJ3W0.PNG. The zero does double duty,
standing both for “the number that comes before
one” and for “o” (original).
(Continued Below Left)

Now, from the above, you can probably guess why I created
ACGNJ4BW.PNG (or Keeper Two). I was planning for the future. Someday,
a TCF version of our April newsletter may have to be printed once again.
Under my new scheme, such an issue would now require a black and white
logo. Should that happen, ACGNJ4BW.PNG will be there “on the shelf”,
ready for action. On the other hand, when I first created ACGNJ3W0.PNG
above, I intended for it to be a “Keeper”, too; but later, I reconsidered. After
all, it had already been used on our covers for five and a half years. (Or for
fifteen years if you count the red versions as well). It was time to give
something else a try. (More about that further below).
Next, to keep our sequence of images logically grouped, we have to jump
way out of chronological order, to the last two ACGNJ logos I created (as
of now). In late July, just to see what it would look like, I made a copy of
ACGNJ3W0.PNG, recolored its background red, and renamed it
ACGNJ3R0.PNG. (I picked the shade of red used by all of the logos in our
website's /images subdirectory, because I like it better than the “red” color
actually used in older newsletters). At the same time, for comparison, I
made a copy of the logo from our December 2011 issue, the last one created
by Ventura Publisher. (I also used that image last month, in Mark of the
Gremlins). Grouped together, I think these three logos make an interesting
study, especially the background colors. As I'm writing this, I plan to
publish this article in our November 2012 newsletter; and I plan to put
Page 4
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ACGNJ3BW.PNG, ACGNJ3W0.PNG (022012)

ACGNJ3R0.PNG (072012)

December 2011

ACGNJ3R.PNG, ACGNJ3RC.PNG

(Keeper Three, 032012)

ACGNJ3WC.PNG (Keeper Four, 072012)
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Logo Mania, continued

ACGNJ3R0.PNG on the cover of our December 2012

issue, to “get it out there”, and to close out the year.
With that exception, I have no current plans to use
any of these three logos ever again.
Please note that ACGNJ3R0.PNG was never intended
to be reused every other month on our newsletter
covers. That honor was always reserved for Project
Three (see below), which was created less than a
week after ACGNJ3W0.PNG (also known as Project
One). ACGNJ3R0.PNG was produced from a
combination of curiosity and boredominduced
psychosis. I like it, I'm proud of it, and I think that it's
worth preserving “just in case”; but as I said: after
next month, I have no current plans to ever use it
again.
Now we get to Project Three. On March 5th, 2012, I
cut the copyright symbol out of ACGNJ3BW.PNG and
pasted it into a copy of ACGNJ1.PNG, producing a
new file named ACGNJ3R.PNG. This new file was
quickly renamed ACGNJ3RC.PNG. (The C stands for
“copyright”); and it was published on the front page
(Continued Above Right)

of our May 2012 issue. (I'm designating this logo as
Keeper Three). In July, I made a copy of it. Using my
image editor, I changed that copy's background color
from red to white, and created ACGNJ3WC.PNG. I
put this new logo on the cover of our August issue (to
“get it out there”). After careful consideration, I
decided that I liked ACGNJ3WC.PNG better than
ACGNJ3W0.PNG. So I've proclaimed it to be the
official black and white logo to be used on any future
odd month newsletters that we might decide to
actually print. (That makes it Keeper Four).
Back in January, when, I converted acgnj1.gif into
ACGNJ1.PNG, I intended to use it on the front page
of our March 2012 issue; but as reported above, I
didn't. (I wound up using ACGNJ3BW.PNG instead). I
finally used ACGNJ1.PNG in our July 2012 issue, but
not before I'd renamed it again, to ACGNJ3R1.PNG.
Then, in late July, I made a copy of it, and used my
image editor to change its background color from red
to white. Thus creating ACGNJ3W1.PNG, just to see
what it would look like. I finally put this one on the
(Continued Below Left)

cover of our September 2012 issue. As of now, I have no plans to use either
of these last two logos again.
That gives me both black and white and color “Keeper” versions of my “3”
acgnj1.gif, ACGNJ1.PNG
series logos, and the same for my “4” series. I'll be taking those four files
ACGNJ3R1.PNG (2009 10, 11, 012012)
with me as I move forward. (However, knowing how wacky I can be, who
knows when I might change my mind again, or create something even
newer).
Appendix I: Halloween Logos
ACGNJ3W1.PNG (072012)
Well. What's this? Another new ACGNJ logo variation. Why, that didn't
take very long at all, did it?
I'm quite proud of ACGNJ4R.PNG (Keeper One). I've even consider expanding the left side of the logo to
always thought that it's perfect just the way it is; but hold a bigger symbol. That would have made it
the fact remains that my “3” series logos (Keeper lopsided. Horrors!
Three and Keeper Four ) have copyright symbols in Last month, in our October 2012 newsletter, I got the
their upper left hand corners, while my “4” series chance to try something. For Halloween, I
logos (Keeper One and Keeper Two) don't. resurrected the 1991 Full Moon Witch from my good
Furthermore, those symbols now have the force of old DOS desktop publishing days. (She's part of a
tradition behind them. (Fifteen years of newsletter scannedin cover on Page 9 of our August 2010 issue,
cover use). I did, for one brief moment, think about reproduced inside my article Forgotten Secrets From
sticking a very small copyright symbol in the upper The Ancient Past). I put her near the top of page one
left hand corner of Keeper One; but I decided that it last month. (She's actually irrelevant to this particular
would be too small, and just not worth doing. I didn't article; but I was very proud of her once, so I decided
,
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Logo Mania, continued

to mention her again here). In addition, I dug up a JackOLantern image from
the Internet. Since that image was a GIF file, I pasted it into a copy of my older
file acgnj4.GIF, thus producing the specialpurpose logo ACGNJ4HP.GIF. (The
HP is for Halloween Pumpkin, of course). I put this logo on our October 2012
cover; and I more or less challenged our readers to find it. Since that pumpkin is
just about the same size as the largest possible copyright symbol that could have
fit in the available space, I think it makes a good “test case”.
To my eyes, at least, it's barely perceptible under normal magnification; and I
already know it's there. (However, it's easily visible under higher magnification).
In my opinion, it's quite possible that nobody else will even notice it. As I write
this, it's too soon for us to get any results, so we'll have to wait until next issue
for reader feedback. Anyway, no matter what actually happens, this experiment
proves, in my opinion, that inserting a tiny copyright symbol into either Keeper
One or Keeper Two just isn't worth it. What do you think?

Full Moon Witch
(From 1991)

JackOLantern
(2012)

ACGNJ4HP.GIF (092012)

(Note: This logo is smaller than any of
the other ACGNJ logos in this article,
because it has been reproduced here in
exactly the same size as it was on the
front page of last month's issue).

Memo To Software Developers: LEAVE ME ALONE!
Walt Graham, President, Connecticut PC Users Group
CPCUG Newsletter (www.ctpc.org) president (at) ctpc.org

It seems no matter how carefully I configure my
computers and other devices to work the way I want,
there’s always some programmer just one step ahead
of me. Just when I think everything is perfect, he or
she manages to break it!
Example: after a couple of years of automatic
updating, my browser of choice, Google Chrome,
became sluggish. A Google search turned up a
number of such complaints, but no solutions. Unable
to find an answer, I switched to Firefox but noticed
that some features I used all the time in Chrome
(Duplicate Tab, for example) were missing. So I
found and installed an addon called “Tab Utilities
Lite” that brought those features back. Problem
solved – until this morning (Groundhog Day) when
Firefox automatically updated itself to v10.0, thereby
breaking Tab Utilities Lite!
Yes, I suspect the developer of Tab Utilities Lite will
update his utility to work with Firefox 10, but why
couldn’t Firefox have pointed out the incompatibility
before delivering the update, instead of afterward,
and let me choose to keep using v9 for awhile
longer?
Thirteen months ago my otherwise excellent online
broker, E*Trade, updated an online application called
Page 6

MarketCaster that I use for obtaining realtime
quotes. It hasn’t worked correctly since – it now
shows totals in the “gains/losses” column as “minus
100%” in all my watch lists. Their IT folks have
acknowledged and apologized for the problem but
for over a year now they have either been unable to
fix it, or perhaps it’s not a priority – maybe other
users don’t bother totaling their watch lists.
Immediately after the update I asked, “Can I return to
the previous version that worked?” “No, there’s no
way we can do that,” they replied.
A few months ago my wife complained that Yahoo!
had updated her online calendar requiring more
clicks to get things done.
Recently my TomTom GPS started nagging me to
update its maps. Thinking that could do no harm, I
downloaded and installed the new maps. Before the
update, I was able to drive for miles on the highway
in peaceful silence. As I neared my exit, she (why is
her name “Tom?”) would tell me to prepare to exit.
But ever since the update, she chimes in at every exit
along the way reminding me not to exit but to instead
stay on the highway! So I can’t live with her
anymore but I can’t live without her either. The
workaround, of course, is to mute the sound – and

ACGNJ
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risk missing the exit.
Intuit has now begun warning me that I need to
update Quicken in order to keep downloading data
from my financial institutions. What will the new
version break? I can hardly wait.
Facebook users can likely look forward to some
nasty surprises when the company goes public and
updates the user interface to better monetize the site
for its shareholders.
Videographers who rely on Apple’s “Final Cut Pro”
for their livelihood are up in arms because some
months ago Apple made sweeping changes to the
program that severely disrupt their workflow. For the
first time in over a decade I won’t be upgrading to
the latest version of Samplitude, the wonderful audio
software I use to make a living, because the latest
version introduces new annoyances without
addressing old ones.
With installable software such as Samplitude and
FCP, vs. “the cloud,” at least the user can choose to
not upgrade but, unless you stay current, you lose a
level of support and inevitable changes in the OS and

hardware environment will eventually render the old
version useless.
So, all I ask is to be LEFT ALONE! When it’s time
to upgrade, bill me if you must, but let me keep
working the way I want without spending needless
hours trying to outsmart the programmers.
I realize we need to keep moving forward – the
Firefox update, for example, may well contain some
important improvements in security. But enough is
enough! It’s not that each individual change is a
crisis – although some are – it’s that we use so many
different pieces of software these days, much of it
embedded in various devices, that the totality of
change can seem overwhelming.
Software developers might want to take a deep breath
and ask themselves, “Is this change really necessary
and what possible damage could it do?” – before
adding another bell or whistle that might only cause
more trouble.

Choosing a Smartphone

Sandy Berger
CompuKISS (www.compukiss.com) sandy (at) compukiss.com
There are so many different smartphones available
today that choosing between them can be difficult.
Each phone and each operating system has many
different pluses and minuses. So today, I'll give you a
brief rundown of what you can expect in a
smartphone.
Windows Mobile cell phones are just coming of age
and they may well be a good choice in the future.
However, right now the choice will probably come
down to choosing between the Apple iPhone and one
of the many Android phones that are now available.
The Android operating system is upgraded several
times a year and new Android phones are released all
the time. Apple, however only releases a new iPhone
and a big update to their iOS operating system once a
year. The new iPhone and iOS updates were released
in October.
I have installed Apple's new iOS 5 operating system
November 2012

on my iPad, so I have been able to take an indepth
look at most of the new features. Now I am ready to
make my list of the benefits of each.
There is no doubt that that the camera on the new
iPhone is superior to almost all the Android phone
cameras. The retinoid screen on the iPhone is
superior to most Android phones. The exception is
the Samsung line of phones with AMOLED screens
that rival the clarity and crispness of the iPhone
screen.
Apple's new iCloud service will automatically
backup your iPhone to Apple's servers and let you
sync your iPhone, iPad, and Mac computer. While
using iCloud is easier than some of the Android
syncing and backup solutions, there were things that
I didn't like about iCloud. For instance, you can't
actually see your data in the Cloud as you can with
solutions like Amazon's or Google's online storage.

ACGNJ

(Continued On Next Page)
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Choosing a Smartphone, continued

One of Apple's biggest features is iTunes and the
iTunes store. iTunes makes getting music and video
on your iPhone easier than any Android application
that I've seen. At this time, both the Android
Marketplace and the iTunes App Store have hundreds
of thousands of apps. The iTunes App Store,
however, makes it easier to find the apps that you
want. Also because of Apple's stricter app reviews,
Apple's apps are more secure. However, the Android
Marketplace has a higher percentage of free apps.
Some of the new features on Apple new iPhone are
already available on Android phones. The most
prominent of these is the Notification Center that
Apple just added. This is a feature of Android that
has been around for a long time and that I love. Now
in either operating system, you can just swipe your
finger down from the top of the phone to see all of
your alerts, notifications, incoming messages, and
incoming email.
The most unique feature of the iPhone is Siri, a
personal assistant who will answer verbal questions
that you ask. This would, no doubt, be very useful,

entertaining, and truly stateoftheart.
Android phones also have voice capabilities. They
use Google's Voice Search. Most screens that popup a
keypad for text entry, also have a small microphone.
Just press the microphone and speak. It is amazingly
accurate and you can use it for everything from
entering email text to searching to navigating to a
point on the map. Probably not as sophisticated as
Apple's Siri, but it works well.
Android phones also have some things that I love
that are not available on iPhones. The first of these is
the fact that you can get a larger screen size on an
Android. All iPhones currently have a 3.5inch
screen. Several good Android phones have 4.3inch
screens. My aging eyes really like the larger screens.
I also like the four buttons on the bottom of the
Android screen. These are very, very useful. There is
a Back Key, a Menu Key, a Home Key, and a Search
Key. They are always available. They do not change
when the screen changes. The iPhone has just one
button. Some will argue that this makes the phone
easier to use. Yet, this is not always the case. In some

applications it is impossible to go back a screen. In
others there is an onscreen back button but the
location of this button varies with each application.
With Android, you can always go back to the
previous screen with just one press.
The Android operating system also is more
customizable. With Apple, you are restricted to small
square apps. With Android you can use many
different resizable widgets as well as the standard
apps. All of this gives you many different
customization options, but also adds to the
complexity of the phone. With the iPhone you don't
get so many choices. This makes it a bit more
restrictive, but also makes it easier to use.
One other difference is that most Android phones
have userreplaceable batteries, while an iPhone
battery must be replaced by Apple at a greater cost.
While this might not be important to the average user
it may make a difference to a heavyduty user.
Well, there are just a few of the pluses and minuses
you will have to assess when you buy a new
smartphone. Don't worry though; it is hard to make a

bad decision as almost all the smartphones on the
market today are both capable and useful.
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Crime and Conflict Over the Internet

Greg Skalka, President, Under the Computer Hood User Group, CA
Newsletter: Drive Light (www.uchug.org) president (at) uchug.org

Recently my family and I were in Las Vegas and
while we were there, another hacking incident hit the
news. Zappos.com, an online shoe and clothing
retailer, announced that they had been the victim of a
cyberattack. Being based in nearby Henderson, the
reports on this company that I was previously
unaware of (you can imagine how much online shoe
buying I do) dominated the Las Vegas local news.
Customer address, phone and email information had
been stolen, but fortunately credit card info and
account passwords remained secure.
This was just one more incident in an increasing
trend of crime and conflict conducted over the
Internet.
Reports of hacked computers and stolen commercial
data have become commonplace. The Internet
appears to be a prime medium for crime, with
organized crime elements taking advantage of the
easy access and anonymity. I’ve so far avoided being
part of one of these data thefts from a major company

that I’ve entrusted with some of my personal
information, but it is probably just a matter of time
until I’m a victim too. I’m also under siege on a
smaller scale, receiving several scam emails every
day. Most are such obvious scams that I almost have
to laugh. Is the head of the FBI or Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton really going to email me about
claiming foreign funds I previously knew nothing
about? I have seen some pretty realistic emails from
banks (mostly ones I don’t do business with, but a
few that I do), advising me to click on a link to avoid
a loss of account access. A little restraint and outside
research show even the most polished of these to be
fakes intended to trick you out of personal
information or plant malware on your computer.
The worst of these online scams try to use your own
friends and family to trick you into lowering your
guard. I recently received an unsolicited email from
my sister, which was also addressed to a number of
other family members. It contained only a vague

greeting and a link. I recognized it as a scam, but my
wife did not.
Fortunately, it appears the link only led to a Viagra
peddling website, as repeated cleanings of her
computer turned up no malware. It appears that
someone gained access to my sister’s email account
and used it to send this message to everyone in her
email address book. After receiving this sham email
herself at work, she changed her email account
password and sent a warning out to all her contacts.
That showed good web etiquette. I receive similar
emails periodically from a friend’s account, but he
never responds to my warnings about his email
account being hijacked. If you lose control of an
email account in this way, at least let the provider
know so the account can be closed. If you simply
abandon the compromised account, you’ll likely
leave a zombie account out there to continue
pestering your friends.
In addition to the criminal element, the political
conflicts of our world are starting to creep into the
Internet.

While electronic personal communications can play a
positive role in exposing repression around the
world, and can be a tool for change towards more
open and free political systems, the access to
information can also be a weapon. Enemies of our
country and way of life hack our government and
commercial web sites to steal information and deny
legitimate access. Our businesses and institutions
may be under attack through the Internet by factions
related to or agents of China, Russia or our middle
eastern adversaries. Our own government has formed
cyber warfare elements and acknowledges that future
battles may include skirmishes in cyberspace. It is
speculated that the Stuxnet worm, which appears to
have targeted uranium processing facilities in Iran,
may have been the product of U.S. or Israeli
intelligence agencies. Palestinian hackers steal and
release account information from banks and
institutions in Israel, leading some in Israel to do the
same with information on Palestinians.
Where will all this lead? I’d hate to see the
“Information Superhighway” that was supposed to be
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Crime and Conflict, continued
our free and open Internet turned into the electronic
equivalent of the highways in “Mad Max”, where
danger lurks everywhere and lawlessness abounds.
And speaking of laws on the Internet, we have
recently witnessed online protests over U.S. Internet
piracy legislation. A number of prominent web sites,
including Google and Wikipedia, conducted partial
shutdowns or redirections to protest pending
legislation and solicit support from their users. The
Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and Protect IP Act
(PIPA) are bills under consideration by the U.S.
Congress to protect intellectual property. Opponents
claim the proposed legislation would harm free
speech and reduce technical innovation on the web. I
acknowledge online piracy is a problem, but also
don’t want a solution at the expense of an open
Internet. Hopefully our own government won’t soon
be in the censoring business. We all have an interest
in how this issue is resolved.
With all this conflict on and over the web, it makes
me wonder if I’m taking all the reasonable measures
I can to protect myself and my assets as I use the
(Continued Above Right)

that connection.
Tablets of Clay
The crooks are not only after us on the Internet, but
also in our electronics stores. Over this last
Christmas, a number of iPad purchasers got the
wrong kind of tablet. In Canada, a number of
customers that purchased iPads at reputable stores
like Best Buy and Walmart later found the box
contained not a tablet PC but a slab of modeling clay.
In perhaps more than a dozen reported cases, it
appears crooks purchased iPads at these stores with
cash, replaced the items in the box with the same

Internet. It is sometimes difficult to determine where
“reasonable” fits in between “it won’t happen to me”
and a bunker mentality. As I’ve moved my finances
and shopping online, I’ve realized I’ve become more
dependent on the Internet. By conducting all my
banking activities, including bill payment and
monitoring of accounts, on the web, I hope I’ve not
made myself more vulnerable in the process. Am I
safer not having bank statements mailed to me, or am
I now more open to theft by hacking or scams? How
would I access my money in a webonly bank
account if the Internet should for some reason go
down? It is great to be able to surf where I want, but
does that surfing potentially expose me to malware
that could capture my account information when I
bank with the same computer? Is it paranoid to
consider using a separate computer for banking and
another for other web access?
It is exciting to think that the whole world can be
accessed through that little RJ45 Ethernet jack on
your cable or DSL modem. It should also be sobering
to consider that the whole world could be there in
(Continued Below Left)

weight in clay and expertly resealed the boxes. The
boxes were returned to the stores for refunds, and
since they appeared to be unopened, they were
replaced on the shelves to be purchased by
unsuspecting customers. The first customer
discovering this switch was thought to be a scammer
by the store, but after additional cases were
discovered, he was reimbursed and given an iPad.

Copyrights, Internet create a difficult conflict

Toby Scott, Technical Advisor, Channel Islands PCUG, CA
Newsletter: The Outer Edge (www.cipcug.org) tscott (at) scotts.net

Now that the Stop Online Piracy Act and Protect IP
Act (SOPA/PIPA) have been defeated, it is time to
look at the dynamics of the conflict between
copyright holders and Internet hosts.
If a publisher creates a book, you can do pretty much
whatever you want to with it. You cannot, however,
Page 10

photocopy it and then sell the copies. This isn’t much
of a restriction as it is time consuming and expensive
in paper and ink to make the copies and in almost all
cases it is far easier to just buy another copy from the
copyright holder. This has long been a precept of
U.S. law.
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Copyrights, continued

Things changed with the advent of the Internet. Now,
you can copy nearly anything and distribute it for
nothing.
Copyright holders are justifiably irked that the sale of
one copy of a work can result in the work being
distributed to hundreds, thousands or even millions.
What makes it even worse is that in most cases the
people making the clones are kids. They have no
money, criminal prosecution makes the copyright
holders look like ogres and the public thinks the
copyright holders are just a bunch of greedy slobs
who want to deprive the public of what is rightfully
theirs.
So, the copyright holders are attempting to force
those who have deep pockets and control some layer
of the Internet into being their enforcement arm. This
flies in the face of current legal precedents
originating with the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act. The DMCA essentially provides a safe harbor
for online service providers as long as they don’t
deliberately shelter copyrighted information.
SOPA/PITA was essentially an attempt to repeal the

safe harbor provisions of the DMCA. Doing so
would have made life much easier for the copyright
holders. They could go after companies with deep
pockets and force them to take steps to remove
copyrighted material — or even prevent it from being
uploaded in the first place.
The problem with this solution, at least as far as the
online service providers are concerned, is that they
would become (at least theoretically) liable for the
publication of copyrighted material. Can you imagine
Facebook trying to vet every post of every user
before the rest of the public could see it? Could
Google possibly know whether the content it indexes
is copyrighted by the owner of the site? I host about
100 websites on my server. In most cases, I have no
idea what my customers put up on their sites. Had
SOPA/PIPA passed, we would have had to go out of
the webhosting business. We don’t have the resources
to examine the content, nor the deep pockets
necessary to fight if someone protests. And you can’t
just remove the material as soon as someone claims
to be the owners and threaten you with legal action if

you don’t remove it. People have already started
making the accusation that their work has been
pirated simply to shut up viewpoints they disagree
with.
It is ironic that just about the time SOPA/PIPA died,
the Justice Department closed down Megaupload,
one of the largest file download sites. Megaupload
allowed users to create accounts, upload files and
share with friends. Certainly, lots of the material on
the site was copyrighted by others, but a considerable
amount was also family pictures, company material
for sharing with employees and other perfectly legal
material.
As it stands, no one who uploaded can access their
data, so someone who thought the data was safe “in
the cloud” is without it now. It is possible some may
be able to retrieve their data, but appears unlikely at
this point.
The key here is that a lot of data at Megaupload was
perfectly legal.
Undoubtedly the majority of it was stolen
copyrighted material. Not only is the founder in jail,

but several employees are as well. It will be
interesting to read the details of the criminal trial,
assuming it happens in the U.S.
The fact that authorities were able to coordinate an
international investigation has some believing that
SOPA/PITA were unnecessary. Others claim that
given that Megaupload was making hundreds of
millions of dollars, mainly from people distributing
copyrighted material, it is evidence that more needs
to be done.
It is one thing to go after Megaupload, where it is
certain that the bulk of the income comes from illegal
activities, but it is vastly different for Facebook,
where clearly the vast majority of the material is not
copyrighted. How far should online service providers
go to prevent copyrighted material from being
distributed through their servers?
Perhaps more chilling is the thought that should the
U.S. force online service providers to create software
to screen content, foreign governments could then
require them to screen content offensive to the
government. Governments already require that they

(Continued Above Right)
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Copyrights, continued

have a backdoor so they can listen to cell phone
conversations, and they restrict search engines from
indexing certain sites, so coercing online service
providers to toe the line could be child’s play.
Software that screened for copyright would be more
than powerful enough to screen for material critical
of a government. That is, of course, if such software
could be written in the first place. It’s not clear that it
could be.
At some point, the whole concept of copyright and

fair use will have to be revisited to take into account
the technological advances that are rapidly outdating
laws that were created 150 years ago. That's going to
be exceedingly difficult. And it can’t happen until all
sides have a reasonable understanding of the issues
the other sides face.

Cartoons By Greg West
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SIG News

LUNICS (Linux/Unix)
Andreas Meyer (lunics@acgnj.org)
http://www.acgnj.org/groups/lunics.html

LUNICS is a group for those who share an interest in
Unix and similar operating systems. While we do
quite a bit with Linux, we’ve also been known to
discuss Solaris and BSD as well. Recent meetings
have followed a Random Access format. See our web
page for further information. (We meet on the first
Monday of each month, at 8:00 PM).
Main Meeting
Evan Williams (president@acgnj.org)
http://www.acgnj.org/groups/mainmeet.html

We meet on the first Friday of the month, at 8:00 PM.
Each December, this meeting includes our Annual
Business Meeting and Officer Elections. No
meetings in July or August.
Layman’s Forum
Matt Skoda (som359@aol.com)
http://www.acgnj.org/groups/laymans.html

This SIG discusses issues of interest to novice users
or those planning to get started in computing. Watch
our Web page for updates and announcements. We
meet at the same time as the Hardware Workshop.
(On the second Monday of the month, at 8:00 PM).
No meetings in July and August.
Hardware Workshop
Mike Reagan (hardware@acgnj.org)

This group is dedicated to repairing, refurbishing
and/or recycling older computers. Ten people
attended the first meeting, so there is still a market
for this type of event. Although we looked at some of
the older equipment stored in he back room, most of
our time was spent in talking about ast experiences
and planning for the future. Hopefully, we can
establish a viable longterm schedule of projects, and
keep the interest of those who attended this inaugural
meeting. If you have a hardware problem, bring it in
and we can all help fix or demolish it. (No guarantees
either way.) We meet at the same time as the
Layman's Forum. (On the second Monday of each
month, at 8:00 PM).
November 2012

Java
Mike Redlich (mike@redlich.net)
http://www.redlich.net/javasig/javasig.html

This SIG covers beginner, intermediate, and
advanced level Java programming. Primary focus is
on developing useful/practical applets and
applications. (We meet on the second Tuesday of
each month, at 7:30 PM).
Mobile Devices
Brenda Bell (mobdevsig@acgnj.org)

The Mobile Devices SIG focuses largely on current
generation cellphones and smart phones (such as
Blackberry, Android, iPhone) which bridge the gap
between basic cell phones and traditional computers,
and how they can help you manage and organize
your life. Our membership ranges from those who
have recently acquired their first, basic cellphone to
those who develop applications for today’s modern
smart phones, iPods, and ultraportable computers.
While we expect to spend much of our time
investigating the builtin features and specialized
applications available to modern smart phones, if you
bring your basic (or multimedia) cell phone, iPod, or
other mobile device with questions on how to use it,
where to find applications, or what features they
have, we are always happy to help! Meet and greet
and plan where this event goes. Bring all your ideas,
PDAs, fancy phones, etc. (We meet on the second
Wednesday of alternate months (we get the even
ones), at 7:30PM).
WebDev
Evan Williams (webdev@acgnj.org)

This SIG is an open forum for all Website
Development techniques and technologies, to
encourage study and development of web sites of all
kinds. All languages will be considered and
examined. The current project is a CMS for the club.
Anyone interested in starting a new project, come to
the meeting and announce/explain. Provide as much
detail as possible. WebDev should be an all
encompasing development and examination forum
for all issues, applications, OS, languages and
systems one can use to build Websites. We currently
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SIG News, continued

have two web development language SIGs: .NET and
Java; but other languages and OS need to be
investigated, examined and tested; Windows, Linux,
UNIX, DEC, Vax, HP etc. IntelPC, Motorola  MAC
etc. (We meet on the second Wednesday of alternate
months (we get the odd ones), at 7:30 PM).
Investment Software
Jim Cooper (jim@thecoopers.org)
http://www.acgnj.org/groups/sig_investment.html

The Investment SIG continues with presentations on
how to use analysis programs TC2000 and TCNet.
Large charts are presented on our pull down screen
and illustrate the application of computer scans and
formulas to find stocks for profitable investments.
Technical analysis determines buy points, sell points
and projected moves. Technical analysis can also be
used on fundamentals such as earnings, sales growth,
etc. We're no longer focusing on just Telechart. If you
are using (or interested in) Tradestation, eSignal,
VectorVest, or just in learning how to select and use
charting and technical analysis, come join us!! (We
meet on the second Thursday of the month, at 8 PM).
NJ Gamers
Gregg McCarthy (greggmajestic@gmail.com)
http://www.NJGamers.com
www.lanparty.com

C/C++ Programming
Bruce Arnold (barnold@ieee.org)
http://acgnj.barnold.us/index.html
This is a forum for discussion of programming in
general, beginning and intermediate level C, C++, C
Win programming, hardware, algorithms, and
operating
systems.
We
demonstrate
real
programming in a nonintimidating way, presenting
complete code for working programs in 35 sheets of
paper. (We meet on the third Tuesday of each month,
at 7:30 PM). No meetings in July or August.
Window Pains
John Raff (jraff@comcast.net)
http://www.acgnj.org/groups/winpains.html
Intended to provide members with Windows oriented
discussions, Microsoft and Linux style. Directed to
more technological level of attendee, but newbies are
welcomed. (We meet on the third Friday of the
month at 8:00 PM). No meetings in July or August.
37th Anniversary Newsletter CD Now On Sale
Beta .12 Release.
$8.00, including
postage.

The Friday Night Frag starts at 6:00 PM on the
second Friday of each month, and keeps going until
12 Noon on Saturday  18 hours for 5 bucks!
BYOC  Bring your own computer.
BYOF  Bring your own food.
And if you don't like sitting on metal folding chairs...
BYO chair!
Firefox
David McRitchie (firefox@acgnj.org).

This SIG is an open forum for all Firefox and
Mozilla techniques and technologies, to encourage
study and development of web sites of all kinds. All
browsers will be considered and examined. All
members and guests are invited to check out the
design concepts and voice their opinion. (We meet on
the third Monday of each month, at 7:30 PM).
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($7.00 if you pick
up a copy at a
meeting).
Get yours today!

Back Issues Still Needed

Our collection remains incomplete. Below is a
list of missing newsletters. Anyone who lends us
one of these (or supplies a good clear copy) will
receive the next CD as our thanks.
1975: #2 and #3 (dates uncertain).
1976: January.
1984: August.
1985: June, July, August, September.
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